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CMS National Coverage Policy
Title XVIII of the Social Security Act, §1862(a)(1)(A). Allows coverage and payment for only those services that are considered to be reasonable and necessary.

Title XVIII of the Social Security Act, §1833(e). Prohibits Medicare payment for any claim which lacks the necessary information to process the claim.


CMS On-Line Manual, Publication 100-02, Medicare Benefit Policy Manual, Chapter 15, §§80.0, 80.1.1, 80.2. Clinical Laboratory services.

CMS Internet-Only Manuals, Publication 100-04, Medicare Claims Processing Manual, Chapter 16, §50.5 Jurisdiction of Laboratory Claims, 60.12 Independent Laboratory Specimen Drawing, 60.2. Travel Allowance.

CMS Internet Online Manual Pub. 100-04 (Medicare Claims Processing Manual), Chapter 23 (Section 10) "Reporting ICD Diagnosis and Procedure Codes".

Coverage Guidance
**Coverage Indications, Limitations, and/or Medical Necessity**

This contractor will provide limited coverage for the Oncotype DX® Genomic Prostate Score (Genomic Health®) (hereafter GPS) to help determine which patients with favorable intermediate-risk, needle biopsy proven prostate cancer, can be conservatively managed rather than treated with definitive surgery or radiation therapy.

**Summary of Evidence**

In 2016, nearly 181,000 men were diagnosed with prostate cancer in the US which represents 10.7% of all new cancer diagnosis, and prostate cancer accounts for 4.4% of all cancer deaths. Fortunately, 5 year survival for men with prostate cancer is 98.9%.

Many men do not need treatment for their prostate cancer because their prognosis is excellent even without treatment. However, physicians and patients struggle to know who can safely be monitored with active surveillance (AS) versus the subgroup that needs more aggressive treatment to achieve cure, recognizing that definitive treatment for localized prostate cancer can have lifelong morbidities.

Traditionally, clinicopathologic characteristics are utilized to determine risk and subsequent treatment. Risk categories for clinically localized prostate cancer include low-, intermediate-, or high-risk. The majority of men diagnosed with prostate cancer are categorized as low- or intermediate-risk. Within the intermediate-risk group, clinical heterogeneity and variability in prognoses has led to further recognition and subdivision into favorable and unfavorable intermediate-risk.¹

The AUA has recently subcategorized the intermediate-risk group into "favorable" and "unfavorable intermediate-risk group categories. Favorable intermediate-risk are those patients with Grade Group 2 cancers (Grade Group 2 = Gleason 3+4) and PSA<10 ng/ml. Unfavorable intermediate-risk comprised men with either Grade Group 2 cancer with PSA=10-20, or any Grade Group 3 (Grade Group 3 = Gleason 4+3) with PSA<20, and clinical stage cT2b or cT2c.²

NCCN stratifies localized prostate cancer risk on clinical exam, biopsy pathology (Gleason score and number of biopsies positive), PSA and imaging studies.

The NCCN groups are detailed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Category</th>
<th>Very Low</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinicopathologic Findings</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• T1c AND</td>
<td>• T1-T2a AND</td>
<td>• T2b-T2c OR</td>
<td>• T3a OR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gleason score ≤ 6 AND</td>
<td>• Gleason score ≤ 6 AND</td>
<td>• Gleason score = 7 OR</td>
<td>• Gleason Score 8-10 OR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• PSA ≤ 10 ng/mL AND</td>
<td>• PSA ≤ 10 ng/mL</td>
<td>• PSA 10-20 ng/mL</td>
<td>• PSA &gt; 20 ng/mL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• &lt; 3 prostate cores with tumor AND</td>
<td>• &lt; 3 prostate cores with tumor AND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ≤ 50% tumor in any core AND</td>
<td>• ≤ 50% tumor in any core AND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• PSA density of &lt; 0.15 ng/mL/g</td>
<td>• PSA density of &lt; 0.15 ng/mL/g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment Options</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>≥ 20 y life expectancy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Active Surveillance</td>
<td>• Active Surveillance</td>
<td>• RP (± LND)</td>
<td>• RT + Adj Horm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• RT or Brachy</td>
<td>• RT or Brachy</td>
<td>• RT or Brachy ± Adj Horm</td>
<td>• RT + Brachy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• RP (± LND)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• RP + LND ± RT, ADT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **≥ 10 y life expectancy** | | | |
| • Active Surveillance | • Active Surveillance | • RP (± LND) | • RT ± Adj Horm |
| • RT or Brachy | • RT or Brachy ± Adj Horm | • RT or Brachy ± Adj Horm | | |
| • RP (± LND) | | | • Observation |

| **< 10 y life expectancy** | | | |
| • Observation | • Observation | • Observation | • N/A |
Table 1: NCCN 2016 V3 - Localized Prostate Cancer Risk Stratification and Treatment

(PSA – Prostate Specific Antigen; RT – Radiation Therapy; RP – Radical Prostatectomy; LND – lymph node dissection; Adj Horm – Adjuvant Androgen Deprivation)

The treatment algorithm for intermediate risk patients found in the 2016 NCCN guidelines for Prostate Cancer includes footnote “n” on page PROS-4 stating that men with “favorable intermediate-risk prostate cancer (predominant Gleason grade 3 [i.e., Gleason score 3+4=7], and percentage of positive biopsy cores <50 percent, and no more than one NCCN intermediate risk factor) can be considered for active surveillance”. The NCCN also acknowledges that such a choice “should be approached with caution, include informed decision-making, and use close monitoring for progression”.

Use of clinical/pathologic stratification and treatment approaches has led to high cure rates for early stage prostate cancer. Yet it is widely accepted that many men are over-treated to achieve the cure rate. In the PIVOT trial men with early prostate cancer, initially randomized to radical prostatectomy or observation, showed that over 12 years there was no difference in absolute mortality between the groups. However, this study was hampered by several problems including:

- Only 731 of 5023 eligible patients chose to participate in the study based on randomization criteria.
- In the group randomized to RP: only 85% of the men received definitively therapy (79% surgery; 6% other).
- In the observational group: 10% of the observation group received RP initially and additional 20% eventual received definitive treatment. Despite broad inclusion criteria, > 50% of patients had a PSA of <10 (median PSA of 7) and had biopsy proven T1c disease.
- Although there were a significant number of patients with Gleason score ≥7 (25%), 40% of men were classified initially as being low risk; and 30% were intermediate.

Although subgroups were small, it appears that high-risk groups (including those with PSA > 10) benefitted from RP. Furthermore, there was a trend for the intermediate risk patients to benefit from RP as well. The small number of patients willing to enter the study, and the high rate of crossover (both initially and subsequently) demonstrates the difficulty of doing observation trials in the United States.

Recent reports on prostate cancer diagnosis and management in the United States evaluated data from the US National Cancer Data Base and the Cancer of the Prostate Strategic Urologic Research Endeavor (CaPSURE) to summarize the use of various treatments, including changes over time. Although the use of active surveillance for men with low-risk prostate cancer increased over time, it was utilized in only 18.4 - 40% of patients despite societal guidelines supporting its use in this population. In the intermediate-risk group, active surveillance was pursued in only 4-8% of patients. The availability of molecular diagnostic tests that provide a more accurate prediction of oncologic endpoints like adverse pathology, biochemical recurrence, the development of metastases, and 10-year disease specific mortality, compared to standard clinical and pathologic features, provides an opportunity to identify men who may safely pursue active surveillance and increase physician/patient confidence in that choice. The benefits associated with active surveillance and foregoing immediate intervention for appropriate men include a reduction in treatment related complications and avoidance of adverse events like erectile dysfunction, urinary incontinence, bowel dysfunction, and depression.

Oncotype DX® Genomic Prostate Score (GPS)

Test Description

Oncotype DX® GPS is a prostate biopsy-based 17 gene RT-PCR assay, representing four molecular pathways (androgen signaling, cellular organization, stromal response, and proliferation), that provides a biologic measure of cancer aggressiveness. The assay identifies men who are considered candidates for active surveillance, including those with NCCN very low, low and favorable intermediate risk disease*. The assay is designed to inform decisions between AS and immediate treatment.

*NCCN Guidelines state that men with favorable intermediate-risk prostate cancer may be considered for active surveillance.

Test Performance

Three validation studies demonstrate:
• In men with NCCN very low-, low-, or intermediate-risk prostate cancer who were potential candidates for AS, the GPS was prospectively validated as a biopsy-based predictor of adverse pathology (AP)\(^3, 4\), biochemical recurrence (BCR)\(^4, 5\), metastasis\(^6\), thus establishing the assay as a robust and independent measure of prostate cancer aggressiveness.

• The GPS adds independent information beyond standard clinical and pathologic measures and assesses underlying biology from very small biopsy tumor volumes, while also addressing issues of tumor heterogeneity and biopsy under-sampling, to predict disease aggressiveness.

• Men with NCCN very low-, low-, or intermediate-risk prostate cancer and a GPS of ≤20 have a very low risk of developing metastasis and/or prostate cancer specific death at 10 years.

• The incorporation of the GPS to current clinical stratification enables identification of a larger population of patients who may more confidently choose AS or immediate therapy as an initial management strategy.

**Clinical Validation for Adverse Pathology (AP)\(^3\)**

A prospective-retrospective clinical validation of the Oncotype DX® Genomic Prostate Score assay was conducted in a contemporary cohort of 395 prostate cancer patients with NCCN very low-, low-, or intermediate-risk disease (GS3+4 in ≤2 cores and <33% positive) who were considered candidates for AS based on histologic criteria but who had opted to have radical prostatectomy at the University of California San Francisco from 1997 to 2011.\(^2\) The objectives were to validate the GPS as a predictor of AP at radical prostatectomy, a hallmark of aggressive disease, and to determine whether the GPS added independent predictive information beyond standard clinical and pathologic data.

The assay was successfully performed in 96% of needle biopsy specimens; 99.5% of samples with ≥10 ng/ml RNA yielded a GPS result. Per the pre-specified primary analysis, the GPS was a significant predictor of RP pathology across all patients tested (p=0.002). In post-hoc analysis, GPS was also a significant predictor of RP pathology for the sub-set of patients with NCCN favorable intermediate risk disease (p<0.001). While conventional clinical risk assessment tools stratified risk, the incorporation of the GPS identified the wide range of biologic risk within each conventional (NCCN and CAPRA) risk group. In multivariable analysis, the GPS was found to predict AP at radical prostatectomy, even after accounting for several standard clinical risk factors (biopsy GS, clinical T-stage, baseline PSA, and age). Further analyses showed that by incorporating the GPS results with previously defined clinical risk assessment tools such as NCCN or CAPRA, more patients were identified with very low- and low-risk biologic potential and, as appropriate candidates for AS. Together, the GPS and the NCCN risk group provide a more accurate prediction of AP (reported as the likelihood of favorable pathology or 1 - likelihood of AP), at the time of diagnosis to help guide individual treatment decisions.

**Clinical Validation for Adverse Pathology (AP) and Biochemical Recurrence (BCR)\(^4\)**

For the second validation study, a large cohort with a high proportion of African-American men (20%) in the Center for Prostate Disease Research (CPDR) multi-center longitudinal data base was identified to test the association of GPS with tumor aggressiveness, as measured by three endpoints: (1) AP at surgery (immediately actionable), (2) BCR and (3) metastasis.\(^4\) This prospective-retrospective clinical validation study included 402 men with NCCN very low-, low- and intermediate-risk prostate cancer treated with radical prostatectomy between 1990-2011 at two US military medical centers (Walter Reed National Military Medical Center and Madigan Army Medical Center).

In pre-planned, univariable analyses, GPS was validated as a significant predictor of BCR (primary objective) and confirmed as a significant predictor of AP (first secondary objective) after adjustment for biopsy GS. In addition, while there were very few metastatic events in this low- to intermediate-risk population (n=5 events), there was a strong association of GPS with metastatic recurrence. In multivariable analyses, GPS continued to be strongly associated with BCR and AP after adjustment for NCCN risk group, indicating that GPS adds value beyond standard clinicopathologic features. A broad and overlapping range of GPS values was observed within each NCCN risk group, age quartile, and racial group. Importantly, GPS distribution, median values, and association of GPS with aggressive prostate cancer outcomes were similar between African-American and Caucasian men.

Both validation studies were designed in a similar fashion, using the same definition of AP and centralized pathology review. Importantly, the second validation study was conducted in a broader population, and there was a pre-planned analysis of 337 of the 402 men that had clinical and pathological characteristics matching the entry criteria of the first validation study (biopsy GS 3+3 and low volume [≤ 3 or ≤ 33% positive cores] GS 3+4). In this group, GPS was again strongly and significantly associated with AP after adjustment for clinical and pathologic factors, and was predictive of both high-grade and non-organ-
confined disease after adjusting for biopsy Gleason score (GS), and after adjustment for significant factors from the univariable analysis (including age and NCCN risk group). In additional post hoc analysis focused on NCCN Favorable Intermediate risk patients, there was a trend to significance (p=0.076) for the prediction of adverse pathology. When the Clinical Validation Studies #1 and #2 are combined, in the 275 patients with favorable intermediate risk disease, the HR for risk of adverse pathology per 20 unit increase in GPS was 2.9 (95% C.I. 1.7-5.1) (P<0.001).

Clinical Validation for the Development of Metastasis and Prostate Cancer Specific Death\textsuperscript{5, 6}

To determine if the GPS result was strongly associated with the development of metastasis and prostate cancer specific death, we collaborated with an integrated healthcare system. Using a longitudinal cohort of 6,184 men with prostate cancer, all treated within their health care system, we performed a prospective-retrospective stratified sampling designed study that included all men who experienced prostate cancer specific mortality. The final study population consisted of 279 patients treated with radical prostatectomy that experienced 64 prostate cancer specific death (PCD) events and 79 metastatic events.

Valid GPS results were obtained for 259 men (93%). In univariable analysis, GPS was strongly associated with prostate cancer-specific death (PCD) (HR/20 GPS units = 3.23 (p < 0.001)) and metastasis (HR/20 units=2.75 (p <0.001)). The association between GPS and both endpoints remained significant in multivariable analysis after adjusting for NCCN: 1) PCD: HR/20 units = 2.69; 2) metastasis: HR/20 units=2.34 (p<0.001 for each). The GPS was also significantly associated with both endpoints adjusting for AUA and CAPRA risk groups with similar hazard ratios (p<0.001 for each). No patients with low- or intermediate-risk disease and a GPS result ≤20 developed metastases or PCD.

The striking result of having no PCD or metastatic events for men with NCCN very low-, low-, or intermediate-risk prostate cancer and a GPS score of ≤20 caused evaluation of this GPS value as a potential cut point. Upon further review, a strong association for this cut point and the development of metastasis and PCD was identified. For all risk groups, the overall risk for PCD within 10 years for men who had prostate cancer with a GPS of <20 was 0.7% versus 2.7% for those with a GPS >20. For all risk groups, the overall risk for developing clinical recurrence (metastasis or local recurrence) within 10 years for men who had prostate cancer with a GPS of <20 was 2.4% versus 9.1% for those with a GPS >20. An evaluation of the combined development study (n=426) and the CPDR study (n=402) yielded a total number of 39 PCD events and 114 clinical recurrences (metastatic and local recurrences). There was only one PCD that occurred in a man with NCCN low risk prostate cancer who had a GPS <20.

Criteria for Coverage

Oncotype DX\textsuperscript{®} Genomic Prostate Score test is covered for men with favorable intermediate risk prostate cancer only when the following clinical conditions are met:

- Needle biopsy with localized adenocarcinoma of prostate (no clinical evidence of metastasis or lymph node involvement), and
- FFPE prostate biopsy specimen with at least 0.5 mm of cancer length, and NCCN Favorable Intermediate-risk disease defined as:
  - Gleason Grade Group 2 (Gleason Sum 3+4=7), and
- Patient has an estimated life expectancy of greater than or equal to 10 years, and
- Patient is a candidate for and is considering conservative therapy and yet would be eligible for definitive therapy (radical prostatectomy, radiation therapy or brachytherapy), and
- Result will be used to determine treatment between definitive therapy and conservative management, and
- Patient has not received pelvic radiation or androgen deprivation therapy prior to the biopsy, and
- Patient is monitored for disease progression according to established standard of care.

Analysis of Evidence
(Rationale for Determination)

Level of Evidence:

Data collected for all Oncotype DX GPS tested patients at the time of test requisition:
- Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) ng/mL
- Gleason Sum (i.e. 3+4=7)
- Clinical Stage

Data generated to demonstrate that men with Favorable Intermediate risk cancer and a GPS ≤20 are not at high risk of definitive treatment during monitoring for disease progression:
- Within this group of patients, the rate of definitive treatment intervention is expected to be <20%.
- In the absence of a universally accepted timeframe for repeat biopsies within existing AS recommendations, men should be monitored for disease progression per NCCN guidelines v3.2016 “Principles of Active Surveillance”, with the expectation of a repeat biopsy preferably by 12 months but no later than 18 months of enrollment.
- For each patient who pursues definitive treatment (after initially pursuing AS), the time on active surveillance and the reason for intervention will be collected, including:
  - Number of positive number of biopsies and maximum Gleason score on subsequent biopsy and pathology report
  - For patients who choose radical prostatectomy, the pathology report from the surgical specimen will be recorded
  - Imaging suggestive of disease progression (Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors; RECIST)
  - Patient choice in absence of the above

Among the group of patients described above, those who proceed to definitive treatment will not be at a >20% risk of disease progression, as defined by biochemical recurrence, metastases, or DSM.

Toward further demonstration of clinical utility, additional data collected will include:
- The rate of AS, and
- Subsequent definitive treatment intervention, and
- Risk of disease progression among contemporaneous men with favorable intermediate risk prostate cancer who DO NOT receive a GPS.

This additional data is expected to firmly establish clinical utility by identifying men with intermediate risk prostate cancer with a low GPS who can be comfortable with AS and avoid unnecessary procedures and/or interventions.
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CPT/HCPCS Codes

**Group 1 Paragraph:** N/A

**Group 1 Codes:**

81479  UNLISTED MOLECULAR PATHOLOGY PROCEDURE

ICD-10 Codes that Support Medical Necessity

**Group 1 Paragraph:** N/A

**ICD-10 Codes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C61</td>
<td>Malignant neoplasm of prostate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICD-10 Codes that DO NOT Support Medical Necessity N/A

ICD-10 Additional Information [Back to Top]
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N/A
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